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A KISS THAT DEFINATLY TOOK
A TRIP!
Madrid’s finest orchestral pop brainchild A Kiss That Took A Trip has come out with a new
album Electroforest. This Post rock creation is due solely by M.D. Trello. He is the only
member and formed A Kiss That TookA Trip in 2006. His magical musical talents is
showcased yet again in this beautiful fresh take of instruments and soft smoldering vocals.
Trello is multi talented, he does everything for the production such as Computers,
programming, vocals, and occasional guitars. Heavy usage of synthetic sounds the he
generates on the computer is shown through every track. Trello’s whole reasoning for his
music is to to relate with people who believe that the quick consumption of music is ridiculous
and seems to enjoy what he does simply for pleasure. His style is along the lines of post
rock/experimental. Very interesting fact of knowledge , Trello’s idea of going solo on this
progressively electric route of music was inspired by people like Steve Albini and Trent
Reznor. His band has some correlation with Bark Psychosis, Mike Oldfield, Mogwai, Godspeed
You! Black.
“Snowstorm” the track has a dreary sound, I like how it’s at a slow tempo. It sounds like a
violin is in the background,there’s so many created sound effects through this song. It picks up
pace at the end and sounds light and feathery then it did in the beginning.
In “Malice” there’s drumming going on with keys in the background. I love how the drums are
so rhythmic with the rest of the sounds that are happening. It feels very maniacal, and slightly
solemn.
I have to say usually I don’t tend to listen to albums such as Electroforest but I’m glad that I
happened by it. It changed my perspective and open my eyes to is tending to more
experimental music. Trello does a spectacular job on leading people to feel something much
more Satisfied then if you were listening to mainstream music. I like that he takes a unique
turn with this album. If you want to listen to all tracks to experience what I just did, please
click below to the link of the full album.

https://soundcloud.com/patuquitos/sets/electroforest
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